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ABSTRACT

Today, a PAIS (Process-Aware Information System) is the broadly adopted information system by enterprises, which aims to define how to use services and business processes to achieve the business goals of enterprises. For this purpose, research work in PAIS was interested in aligning business processes and services in order to achieve a good connection between business process models as represented in the process layer, and service models as represented in the application layer. In this context, to improve the reuse of business processes and services, the concepts of configurable process models and configurable services (which support variability) have emerged as new leading edge concepts for improving reuse. Indeed, variability refers to the characteristic of a system to adapt, specialize and configure itself with the context of use. More recently, configurable process models become the most popular solution to deal with adaptability in a PAIS. This has increased the research focus in how to extract services from configurable process models. Several approaches have developed solutions for proposing services generation from business process. However, generating configurable services from configurable process model has been neglected in the context of PAIS. In this paper, we propose an MDA approach for an automatic generation of configurable service models from configurable process models.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Due to the lack of process control and automation in a data centered information systems, the business process orientation has emerged, by introducing workflow systems and the business process management (BPM) technologies [1]. In this context, the Process-Aware Information System (PAIS) has been introduced as a specific type of information systems which allows the separation of process logic and application code [2]. Moreover, at the design time, process logic is designed using Workflow Nets, UML, EPC, or BPMN; and at runtime, with the evolution of Service Oriented Architecture (SOA), process logic is implemented by developing services. In the literature, the PAIS is defined as a 4-tiers system [2] which is composed of the presentation layer (user interfaces), the process layer (the design of processes), the application layer (execution of the business process as a set of services), and the persistency layer (data storage). So, we can say that a PAIS provides a collaborative solution respecting BPM and SOA concepts [3], as services expose business functions of a given business process. This can help in reducing the gap between these two areas, easing the communication between business and Information Systems (IS) actors and the understanding of business needs [4].

In a competitive environment, the key challenge of enterprises is to reduce the cost and time of application development. At the process layer, the research community has been motivated to define common practices by developing the “Configurable Process Model (CPM)”, and the “Configurable Service (CS)” solution at the application layer. These solutions have been proposed to enhance reuse in PAIS by supporting variability concepts. A CPM aims at describing common practices of enterprises, and at capturing variability of a business process, by defining a set of process variants in a single model [10] [11] [12] [13]. More recently, the emerging issue of the service variability...
management has been supported by several works [14], [15], [16], [17], [18], and [19]. Furthermore, many research works [4] [5] [6] have proved that the majority of organizations should align existing systems (which are represented by services), with business processes, as a prerequisite task to preserve the consistency of applications after a modification [7]. The most popular approaches [3] [4] interested in the mapping of the business processes to services, have focused on linking BPMN [8] models to SOAml models [9]. While these works are suited for creating service based business process models, there are not sufficient to cope with the creation of configurable services based on the configurable processes, because there do not support the variability concepts. So, it would be necessary to dispose of an alignment approach which ensures the connection between configurable process models and configurable services.

Today, many enterprises adopt the configurable process to deal with the issue of the variability in business processes and services. In this context, CPMs can support the execution of process variant through existing services, and this, by linking each variant to one or more services [11]. However, the number of relations between services and process variants is growing even faster. In this case, generating for each variant the corresponding services becomes a cost and time consuming task. For this purpose, and by analogy to the existing linking between business processes and services, we propose an approach for generating configurable services from configurable process models. We have examined the generation of VARSOAML [18] service models from the Variant Rich BPMN [21], which is the most used variability modeling approach for BPMN models.

Our approach is based on MDA (Model Driven Architecture) which allows developing application decoupled from technology in order to enhance business models reuse. It will enable the automatic generation of services in order to facilitate the development process. The generation is achieved with two transformations levels: CIM2PIM and PIM2PSM. In this paper, we focus on CIM2PIM, the first transformation level. The second one has been introduced in [22], and it represents a model to text transformation providing rules for mapping VarSOAML models to VarWEB services which is a meta-model representing variability in the Webservices platform (WSDL Web Service Description Language), BPEL - Business Process Execution Language).

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: Section 2 introduces briefly variability (for business process and service) and the MDA approach, which are the prerequisite concepts related to our work. In Section 3, we provide an overview of the related work on service generation from business processes. Section 4 presents our proposal for generating configurable services from CPMs. Finally, Section 5 concludes the paper and provides some future directions.

2. BACKGROUND AND FOUNDATIONS

Variability concepts were first introduced in the field of software product line engineering [23]. Variability is generally defined as the ability to change or customize a software system [24]. It refers to the diversity of variations of the manufacturing processes for producing product variants in a product family [24]. The variability is concerned by defining i) which parts called «variation points» may vary over time or within a domain space, and ii) the different realizations of each variation point which are called the «variants».

A configurable process model deals with how to model business processes that are similar to one another in many ways, yet different in some other ways from one organization, project or industry [13]. A configurable process model is a combination of variability and business process concepts. This combination allows describing a set of process variants by extending existing business process modeling languages to support variability.

A configurable service is a service including fixed and variable capabilities. Its modeling artifacts include variability representation. The variability for services can be modeled at multiple levels, namely architecture level, service interface, and implementation levels [14].

The Model Driven Architecture MDA [34] is a paradigm that allows separating concerns by splitting implementation choices from specifications of business needs. The MDA proposes three kinds of models:

- The Computation Independent Model (CIM) which describes the system’s requirements.
The Platform Independent Model (PIM) which specifies the system independently of any platform.

The Platform Specific Model in which systems are implemented using a specific technology.

After introducing these concepts, we present in the next section a state-of-the-art of the existing approaches on services generation from business processes.

3. RELATED WORK

In the context of PAIS, and in particular in the BPM and SOA interoperability domain, there is an industrial interest in ensuring connection and mapping between business process models and service models in order to improve the development of service oriented solutions from business process [4].

In this section, we study how the existing approaches in PAIS deal with linking process models to service models. The most relevant works in the service generation from business processes research area focus mainly on linking and generating services from business processes. To analyze dependencies between business processes and web services, the author of [25] suggest a methodology for evaluating the dependencies of a web service. In the SHAPE project (Semantically-enabled Heterogeneous Service Architecture and Platform Engineering), some rules were introduced for mapping BPMN process models to SOAml models [4]. Moreover, the PIMFORSOA project [26] proposed a model driven approach for integrating BPMN and SOAml models. This work developed rules for transforming BPMN models into SOAml models at the structural level. For the same purpose, the work of [3] puts forward the MINERVA’s tool support for generating SOAml services from BPMN business process models. Recently, [5] conducts a model driven approach for mapping business processes to services, using BPEL and web service technologies. In [7], a transformational method for modeling BPMN business processes in the context of SOA has also been developed.

Concerning the work on configurable process models, we find that authors have been especially interested in three main issues:

(i) Business process variability modeling: extensions of business process modeling languages have been proposed to capture the variability [10] [11] [12] [21] [27]

(ii) Configuring process variants: process configuration and mechanisms for individualizing configurable process models have been developed in [12] [13] [28].

(iii) Managing evolution of variability: some mechanisms have been suggested to adapt CPM [29] [30] and to handle the evolution process for activities [31] and resources [32].

For generating services from configurable process models, few approaches propose technical steps to generate for each variant, one of more services [11] [20]. In [22], a method on generating configurable web services from configurable service models is discussed in order to link configurable service models to technical solutions in SOA.

From this review, we note that the majority of existing approaches in PAIS have taken up the issue of service generation from business process models at two levels:

- Linking business process models to service models
- Linking configurable /classical services models to technical solution in SOA (web services).

We can conclude that the existing approaches lack an effective method that takes into account the concept of variability, i.e. generating configurable services from CPM. In addition, the alignment between business and technical requirements for designing executable process is still one of the central problems, because the process specifications obtained from the pure business perspective cannot be executed “as-is”, due to the constraints of information systems which are represented by services [33]. So, one can ask the following questions:

- How to develop services (which support the variability concept) that can realize and implement CPMs with enhancing reuse in PAIS?

For this purpose, we propose an MDA based approach for generating configurable services from configurable process models, by analogy with the mapping of business process to classical services approaches. Our approach is a complementary approach of a proposed approach for configurable web service generation from VarSOAML configurable service model [22].
4. OUR PROPOSED APPROACH

A. Overview of the approach

In the context of a PAIS, our proposition is a collaborative solution because it ensures connection of the process and application layers, and aiming to support variability management and to reduce time and cost of the development of CPM based applications. Unlike other approaches that extract classical service models from CPMs, we propose to generate configurable service models from configurable process models. As we mentioned above, our proposition is supported by the MDA approach which is composed of three abstraction levels:

- **CIM:** it specifies the configurable process model using Variant Rich BPMN modeling language [21].
- **PIM:** it specifies configurable service models using VarSOAML modeling language [18], independently to platforms.
- **PSM:** it specifies the implementation of configurable service models using configurable web services [22].

We can see in Figure 1 the description of our approach compared to the existing approaches. In this paper, we only focus on the CIM to PIM transformation which is a model to model transformation, providing a set of transformation rules for mapping Variant Rich BPMN models to VarSOAML models.

In the next section, we present the different meta-models used by our proposal, namely Variant-Rich BPMN, VarSOAML and VARWebservices meta-models.

1) The Variant-Rich BPMN meta-model

We choose the Variant Rich BPMN process model because it is the most popular solution for capturing variability in BPM process models. It is an annotated based approach to represent variability of the BPMN process models using UML2 stereotypes. We define the following meta-model elements (cf. Figure 2):

- The Pool represents the concept of a participant which performs one or more activities. It can be variable, if at least one of the activities contained in the Pool is a variation point.
- A composite activity is a composition of one or more Activities (it is represented by the reflexive composition relation of the Activity element). A composite activity is a source or target of message flows that are sent and / or received by simple activities contained in this composite activity.
- Simple activities can be the "Source" or the "Target" of a given message flow. The collaboration can be defined as an interaction between two pools, which exchange messages flows, through two composite activities performed by these two pools. The collaboration can be a variable collaboration if at least one pool is a variation point.
- A message flow is associated with two simple activities that are contained in two different composite activities. Activity, resource or data objects can be a variation point or a variant.
We can summarize the variability concepts and their representation in Table I. These concepts are applied to the process elements. Therefore, activities, resources and data can be variation points or variants.

Table I: Variant-Rich BPMN Concepts

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variability concept</th>
<th>Variability representation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Alternative</td>
<td>« VarPoint » defines an alternative variation point</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>« Abstract » defines an abstract alternative variation point which can have a set of implementations using dependent variants</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Optional</td>
<td>« Null » defines an optional variation point which can be extended by a set of optional variants</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Variant</td>
<td>« Default » represents the realization by default of a variation point</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>« Variant » represents the realization of a variation point</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Variable</td>
<td>« Variable » defines a variable composite element which may contain a set of variation points</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Association [variation point and variants]</td>
<td>There are three kinds:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>« implementation » is used with abstract variation point</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>« inheritance » is used with a simple alternative variation point</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>« extension » is used with an optional variation point</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the next section, we expose the PIM level meta-model: VarSOAML meta-model [18].

2) The VarSOAML meta-model

VarSOAML is an extension of SOAML supporting service variability modeling [18]. The Figure3 illustrates an overview of VarSOAML meta-model.

This meta-model allows the specification of variability in the following SOAML metaclasses [9]:

- ServiceArchitecture: defines how a set of participants works together.
- ServiceContract: specifies an agreement between providers and consumers of a service.
- ServiceInterface: defines the interface of a participant that provides or consumes a service.
- MessageType: specifies the information exchanged between service consumers and providers.
- Participant: is the type of a provider and/or consumer of services.

To express the variability, VarSOAML is based on three concepts:

- VariableElement: represents a variable area of an artifact that will be a subject of a variation at the resolution time.
- Variation or variation point: specifies a specific place in an artifact which is attached a decision taken at the resolution time.
- Variant: defines a realization of a variation point.

The concepts presented below are used in the elaboration of the variability metaclasses of VarSOAML. We give short descriptions of the main elements in the Table II.

In the next section, we give a short description of the VARWebService [18] used in the PSM layer of our approach, even if we do not expose in this paper the details of the PIM2PSM transformation.

3) The VARWeb Service meta-model

In order to automatically generate web services from VarSOAML models, we have proposed in [18] the VarWebservices meta-model that allows the specification of web services platform
supporting variability. It is the result of the merging of four meta-models:

- WSDL meta-model: inspired of the work of [18]. It contains elements that describe the WSDL specification.
- XSD meta-model: contains elements for the construction of the XML Schema document that describes the types used in the WSDL document.
- BPEL meta-model: allows the generation of BPEL specification.
- ServiceVariability meta-model: contains elements for the generation of the variability specification file that represents the realization of the services variability.

In order to proceed to the MDA transformation between the CIM and the PIM layers, we need now to define the mapping between the elements of the source and the target meta-models, which is the subject of the next section.

B. CIM to PIM transformation: VariantRichBPMN2VarSOAML mapping rules

In this section, we present some of our mapping rules for the CIM to PIM transformation. The objective is to generate VarSOAML models from Variant Rich BPMN models, i.e. generating configurable services from configurable process models. In this paper, we only focus on generating the following target configurable service models:
- The service contract model
- The service interface model.

To achieve this transformation, we need to perform two main steps:
- The first step: enables the determination of the equivalent elements of the source and target meta-models (respectively Variant Rich BPMN and VarSOAML meta-models).

In the following table (cf. Table III), we expose the mapping rules between Variant Rich BPMN and VarSOAML meta-model elements.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variants Rich BPMN meta-model elements</th>
<th>VarSOAML meta-model elements</th>
<th>Transformation Rules name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Collaboration</td>
<td>Service Contract, Service Interface</td>
<td>Collaboration2ServiceContract&amp;ServiceInterface</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Composite Activity</td>
<td>Interface</td>
<td>CompositeActivity2Interface</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simple Activity</td>
<td>Operation and Message Type</td>
<td>SimpleActivity2Operation andSimpleActivity2MessageType</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data input</td>
<td>Parameter Operation</td>
<td>Data Input2parameter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Primitive Data Input</td>
<td>Simple Type</td>
<td>PrimitiveDataInput2SimpleType</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Object Data Input</td>
<td>Complex Type</td>
<td>ObjectDataInput2ComplexType</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pool</td>
<td>Participant</td>
<td>Pool2Participant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Variable Composite Activity</td>
<td>Interface</td>
<td>VariableCompositeActivity2Interface</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alternative Variation Point simple Activity</td>
<td>Variation Operation with (Min(1),Max(1))</td>
<td>AlternativeVariationPointActivity2VariationOperation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Optional Variation Point Activity</td>
<td>Variation Operation with (Min(0),Max(n))</td>
<td>OptionalVariationPointActivity2VariationOperation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Variant Activity</td>
<td>Variant Operation</td>
<td>VariantActivity2VariantOperation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Variant Point Object Type Data Input</td>
<td>Variable Complex Type</td>
<td>Variant Point Object Type Data Input2VariableComplexType</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Variation Point Activity</td>
<td>Variation Operation and Variable Message Type</td>
<td>VariationPointActivity2VariationOperation and VariationPointActivity2VariableMessageType</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The second step: consists in defining the mapping rules. The VarSOAML models is mainly consisting of the serviceContract models and services interfaces models. The following rules allow the construction of those models:
- Collaboration2ServiceContract&ServiceInterface
- VariableCollaborationToVariableServiceContract
- CompositeActivity2Interface
1) Collaboration2ServiceContract &ServiceInterface

The collaboration represents an interaction between two pools, which exchange messages flows, through two composite activities performed by these two pools. This rule allows the transformation of a collaboration in the VariantRichBPMN to a service contract and also to a serviceInterface with the same description. The description of this rule is given in the following (cf. Figure 3).

2) VariableCollaborationToVariableServiceContract &VariableServiceInterface

The collaboration is variable when at least one of the two pools involved in this collaboration is a variation point. This rule allows the transformation of a Variable collaboration in the Variant-Rich BPMN to a Variable Service Contract and also to a Variable Service Interface with the same description. The description of this rule is given in (cf. Figure 4).

3) CompositeActivity2Interface

A composite activity is transformed to an interface, and the list of the interface’s operations is obtained by applying the rule ‘SimpleActivity2Operation’ for each simple activity of the composite one (cf. Figure 6).

4) SimpleActivity2Operation

The rule ‘SimpleActivity2Operation’ allows the creation of an operation from an activity as described in the following (cf. Figure 6).
Figure 6: SimpleActivity2Operation

5) VariationPointSimpleActivity2VariationOperation

The rule ‘VariationPointSimpleActivity2VariationOperation’ allows the creation of a VariationOperation and its associated VariantOperation from a VariationPointSimpleActivity and its variants.

Figure 7: VariationPointSimpleActivity2VariationOperation

In order to validate our approach, we expose in the next section a case study for applying the proposed automatic generation.

5. CASE STUDY: E-HEALTHCARE CONFIGURABLE SERVICES GENERATION

For our case study, we use the configurable process model for E-healthcare systems, proposed in [21]. Our aim is to apply the proposed rules for generating contract service model and service interface model from a configurable process model of an E-healthcare system. The generated models will then be used to generate Variable web services by the application of second transformation of our approach [22].

At the CIM layer, we design a configurable process model (cf. Figure 8) which is conformed to the Variant Rich BPMN meta-model (cf. figure 2). The CPM contains the following elements:

- **Pools**: Patient and Hospital, which are involved in the collaboration “Examination”. The Pool “Hospital is a Variation Point of type, because it contains variation point activities “Perform examination” and “Treatment processing”.

...
• Collaboration: “Examination” which is composed of a set of Message flows entitled “Examination”.

• Composite activities: are “Examination” of the Patient Pool and “Examination processing” of the Hospital Pool.

• Simple activities: we have three simple activities in this example:
  o “Request for examination” which is contained in Examination composite activity.
  o And two others of type Alternative Variation Points: “Perform examination” and “Treatment processing”, which are contained in the “Examination processing” composite activity.

Figure 8: The configurable process model for an E-Healthcare system

To obtain the target configurable service models, we apply our proposed rules. The Table IV exposes the outputs corresponding to each input model of the E-Healthcare system example.

At the PIM layer, we obtain a service contract and a service interface models which conform to the VarSOAML meta-model proposed in [18]. The figure 10 describes the VariableContract Examination which interconnects the roles of the Patient and the Hospital. Each role is associated to an interface.

Figure 9: the Target variable service contract model

To illustrate the ServiceInterfaces obtained by the system, the figure 11 describes the service interface “Examination” which provides the interface “ExaminationProcessing” and uses the interface “PatientExamination”. Each interface’s operation corresponds to an activity in the process model. Hence, the Variation Point Simple Activity “Perform examination” (cf. Figure 8) is transformed to the variation operation of the “examination processing” interface (cf. Figure 10).

By following all the development approach described in the figure 1, we will obtain for the PSM layer the WSDL and the variability specification corresponding to each serviceInterface identified in the PIM layer. For instance, the figure 12 illustrates the variability specification document associated with the Examination interface. The detail of the generation used in this level was previously explained in [18].
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6. CONCLUSION

With the evolution of information systems especially towards the PAIS, which is an information system based on services and business processes to achieve the business goals of enterprises, aligning business processes and services become very important. Indeed, establishing systematically this link can ensure responsiveness and flexibility of Information system. However, this kind of link becomes very complex with the apparition of configurable models that deal with variability as a way to increase models reuse among different contexts. Hence, to address this issue, we propose an MDA based approach for the generation of configurable service models from configurable process models. This work is a complementary approach of the work of generating configurable web services from configurable service models [22]. The configurable process models and the configurable service models are respectively specified using the Variant Rich BPMN and VarSOAML languages. We use these languages because they are extensions of BPMN and SOAml standards to support variability. We have proposed a set of mapping rules to transform the CPM to a configurable service model, focusing on the service contract and service interface models.

Our future work will give a prototype which enables the automation of the proposed generation, by using the ATL language (Atlas Transformation Language) for model to model transformation.
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Figure 3: Overview of VarSOAML meta-model [18]

Figure 10: The target variable service interface model
Table II: VarSOAML concepts

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>VarSOAML concepts</th>
<th>Definitions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>«VariableInterface»</td>
<td>Defines the service interface as a variable element which contains variation operations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>«VariationOperation»</td>
<td>Specifies a variation point operation of a required or provided interface</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>«VariableOperation»</td>
<td>Specifies a variant operation which is the realization of a variation point operation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>«VariableParticipant»</td>
<td>Represents a variable component which requires or provides service interfaces</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>«VariableContract»</td>
<td>Represents the variability of a collaboration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>«VariableServiceArchitecture»</td>
<td>Represents the variability of the service architecture which contains variable elements (variable contracts or variable participants)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>«VariationType»</td>
<td>Represents a variation point for a DataType or Class element</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>«VariableType»</td>
<td>Specifies a variant at the level of a DataType or Class</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>«VariableAttribute»</td>
<td>Specifies a variable element for a «Property»</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>«VariableMessageType»</td>
<td>Expresses a variable element for a «MessageType»</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{min(1), max(1)}</td>
<td>Defines an alternative variable element</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{min(0), max(n)}</td>
<td>Defines an optional variable element</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table IV: VariantRichBPMN2VarSOAML transformation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Input</th>
<th>Output</th>
<th>Corresponding transformation rules</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Variable collaboration: Examination</td>
<td>Variable service contract and Variable examination Service interface</td>
<td>VariableCollaboration2 VariableServiceContract&amp;VariableServiceInterface</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Composite activity: Examination</td>
<td>Interface: Examination</td>
<td>Compositeactivity2Interface</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Variable composite activity: Examination processing</td>
<td>Interface: Examination processing</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Variation point activity: Perform examination</td>
<td>Variation operation: Perform examination</td>
<td>VariationpointSimpleActivity2Operation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Variation point activity: Treatment processing</td>
<td>Variation operation: Treatment processing</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Variant Activities: Standard Test, X-Ray Test and Sonography Test</td>
<td>Variant operations: Standard Test, X-Ray Test and Sonography Test</td>
<td>VariantActivity2VariantOperation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Variant Activities: Operative Treatment, Non operative Treatment</td>
<td>Variant Operations: Operative Treatment, Non operative Treatment</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Activity: Request for examination</td>
<td>Operation: Request for examination</td>
<td>Simple activity 2 operation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Activity: Request processing</td>
<td>Operation: Request processing</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>